The purpose of the Anselm M. Keefe Society is to recognize those friends and alumni who have included a legacy gift in their estate plans to benefit the College.

Anonymous - 12
Dr. Donald C. Abel and
Dr. Diane S. Legomsy
Don and MaryBeth Earle Ascher
Peter M. Bedard
Philip J. Behling
Michael and Karen Bendel
Anna Benton
Dr. James S. and Helen C. Benton
Bonnie and Tony Berken
Dennis W. and Mary Bersch
John J. Baida
Kerry Blaney
Michael Boberschmidt
Kristee Boehm and Hugo Malavet
Daniel and Penny Bollom
David A. Boville
Robert D. and Sharon A. O'Leksy Bright
Betsy A. Buckley
William Buerschinger
Joanne Burns
Robert W. and Susan K. Burns
William G. Campion
Peter Cardinal
Ralph Cavalani
Dr. and Mrs. Benjamin T. Chu
Patrick Collins
Leo and Barbara Crowley
John and Adrienne Cumicke
COL Ronald T. Cyr (Ret.)
Dr. and Mrs. James R. David
Jeremy J. Davidson
Todd and Anne Danen
Jane Van Alstine Dawkins
Brian P. Day
Dennis and Renee Day
Carol R. De Groot
Dan and Nancy Dickinson
Paul “Tiger” Dlouhy
Christopher Doerr
Susan M. Dogot
Peter F. and Jane W. Dorschel
Kevin E. Draves
Donald F. and Cecilia F. DuChateau
Kelly F. Collins Dupont
St. Norbert College

Robert J. Duquette
Dolores M. Eisch
Eliot and Bonnie Elfrner
Ellen Ellis
John Erling
William R. Falk
Earl and Vera Finkbeiner
Joseph Matthew and Margaret Florey
Thomas and Jane Frawley
Allen and Julie Freis
Francis J. Fruzen
William and Pamela Galuska
Thomas J. Gavic
Joshua P. Gehl
Paul O. and Carol H. Gehl
Lawrence and Kathleen Gentine
Paul and Elizabeth Geohegan
Rev. Lawrence S. Gerend
Daniel R. Goggin
George and Deanna Golden
Heather Locke Green
Ann Y. Guth
Michael and Leanne Haddad
Jennifer Silvoric Hart
George and Sharon Hartmann
Ernest and Joan Harvey
Philip and Elizabeth Hendrickson
Johnp. Higgins
Paul and Barbara Hills
Mark George Hines
Wendy A. Hoffmeyer
John and Sherri Huff
Catherine and Bud Jacobs
Laurence and Rosella Quantrant
Robert L. and Judith A. Jansen
Donald Johnson
Jeffrey W. Kanzeberger
Steven P. Kaplan and Marcella L. Paul
Gerald J and June Kaye
Mathias A. and Ruth A. Kerger
Michael J. and Barbara A. Kims
William J. and Marilyn A. Kioski
Alexander A. Kliefforth
Richard and Michelle Koberger
Lewis and Pat Konop
Carol and Walter Kroll
Dr. Frederick J. Lamont
Thomas J. Landers
Mary Smits Larsen
Doug and Renee LaViolette
Blake Lemke and Paul Scott
Herbert C. and Diane V. Liebmann III
Leonard C. Liebmann
John and Kathy Lochner Family
Donald & Darlene Long
Frank R. and Mary Lou C. Lucas
Margaret T. Basche Lund
Daniel and Laura Madigan
William and Julie Magoon
Thomas E. Maher, Jr.
Ronald J. Mamosser
Karen E. and Robert S. Mand
Andrew James Masterson
George J. Mattlin Jr.
Don and Judeann Maslinski
Patrick H. May
James C. and Rita McDonald
Ann M. Menzner-Towne
Michele S. Piette Micksch
Frederick J. Mohr
Christopher K. and Sarah A. Moss
Rev. C.P. Mulrooney, O.Praem.
Patrick and Ann Murphy
Lois Nicks
Janet Frances Mangin Nidy
Dolly and Don Noskowiak
Kevin and Julie Noskowiak
Robert E. and Beverly J. Nys
Bernard Olejniczak and Margaret Olson
Thomas M. and Dawn M. Olejniczak
Phil and Lorrie Oswald
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Pelkey
John and Grace Phillips
Sylvia Pratt
Kevin and Therese Quinn
Harold and Patti Radix
James M. Platynecz
Alice M. Reddin
James and Betty Regan

Who was Anselm Keefe?
The Anselm Keefe Society was established in 1997 and named in honor of a revered member of the college’s faculty, the Rev. Anselm M. Keefe, O.Praem. His legacy is one of tireless hard work and commitment to the development of the St. Norbert College community.

An accomplished botanist, professor, dean, military chaplain, theatre director and priest, Father Keefe touched the lives of many in the name of St. Norbert College. His works not only enhanced the college in his lifetime, but strengthened it for future generations.

The purpose of the Anselm Keefe Society is to acknowledge those alumni and friends who have made a legacy gift to benefit the college. These generous individuals are a reflection of Father Keefe’s commitment to supporting the growth, development and long-term financial health of one of the nation’s finest Catholic liberal arts colleges.
It takes a noble man to plant a seed for a tree that will someday give shade to people he may never meet.”

David Elton Trueblood
(1900-1994)